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THE COPTIC AND GREEK PAPYRI  
OF THE ISTITUTO NAZIONALE DI  ARCHEOLOGIA 
E DI  STORIA DELL’ARTE*  
Jennifer  A.  Cromwell ·  Todd M.  Hickey  
he Istituto Nazionale di Archeologia e di Storia 
dell’Arte (hereafter inasa) possesses a small col-
lection of  late antique papyri in Coptic and Greek. 
The history of  these objects is uncertain. Dr Mas-
simo Pomponi discovered them in a cabinet in July 
2012, but there was no indication of  their origin on 
either the portfolio or the individual sheets that en-
closed them. Their most probable source seems to 
be Gilbert Bagnani, given that a document in the 
 Istituto’s archives (Fig. 1) indicates that Bagnani had 
consigned a group of  objects, including «[t]re car-
telle con frammenti di papiri in scrittura copta»,1 to 
inasa on his return from the Missione archeologica 
italiana in Egitto; Bagnani had been serving as de 
facto field director of  the Missione’s excavations at 
Tebtynis since 1933.2 The language of  the inasa 
document is ambiguous,3 but the consignment 
would have had to have taken place in the 1930s, per-
haps after the 1935 season,4 or in 1936 when Bagnani 
closed the Tebtynis excavation for good and shortly 
thereafter departed for Canada.5 The inasa docu-
ment, however, dates to 1954, when most of  the ar-
tefacts – but not, apparently, the papyri – were given 
to Roberto Paribeni.6 If  Bagnani is the source of  the 
papyri – and on the assumption that he did not ac-
quire them from the antiquities market7 – they must 
stem from the excavations at Tebtynis. If  this was in 
fact the case, the monastic context of  the Coptic 
texts most immediately suggests an origin in the 1933 
season, when Bagnani excavated a «monastic com-
plex» in the northeastern part of  the site.8 Whether 
the Greek fragments could have come from the 
same locus is unclear. Their content is unhelpful for 
the question, while their earlier dates perhaps indi-
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1 Dr Pomponi discovered a single portfolio containing two folded 
paper sheets enclosing fragments of  papyri. The apparent discrep-
ancy with Bagnani’s «tre cartelle» could simply be due to a change of  
housing. Loss during the intervening years is also possible, of  course. 
2 Cf. Begg 1998, p. 393. 
3 E.g., how, precisely, is «ritorno» to be understood? It might also 
be helpful to know whether Bagnani delivered the items in person. 
4 Cf. Bastianini, Gallazzi 1991, p. 44, «Alla fine degli scavi da lui 
compiuti a Tebtynis nel 1935, Gilberto Bagnani mandò in Italia una 
quantità ragguardevole di reperti rinvenuti sia in quell’anno, sia nelle 
campagne precedenti svolte fra il 1930 e il 1934». These authors conti-
nue, however, «Fatta eccezione per i papiri e per gli ostraka, per pochi 
utensili e alcuni oggetti domestici, che furono spediti all’Università di 
Padova, tutto il materiale fu consegnato al Museo Nazionale Roma-
no, all’epoca meglio conosciuto come Museo delle Terme di Roma». 
5 Cf. Begg 1998, p. 401. 
6 Paribeni (d. 13/6/1956) is described (anachronistically) as the Di-
rettore delle Missioni (sc. scientifiche italiane in Levante); the objects 
transferred are said to belong to the «Direzioni Archeologiche Ita-
liane in Levante». For the involvement of  Paribeni, who also served 
as head of  Antichità e belle arti from 1928 to 1933, in the funding of  
the Tebtynis excavations, see Begg 2004, pp. 23-29. It is at present 
 unknown whether he deposited the objects that he took with the 
other archaeological material from the excavation (see n. 4), and one 
wonders if  his leaving the papyri has any significance. 
7 Bagnani did travel in Egypt, and he was not averse to visiting 
dealers (cf. Begg 2010, p. 73), while Begg 1998, p. 392, records that 
Bagnani and his wife Stewart had a «growing interest in mon-
asteries», precisely the context suggested for the Coptic papyri edited 
below. Begg, however, thinks it unlikely that Bagnani purchased the 
papyri (pers. comm., 7 January 2018). 
8 See Bagnani 1933-1934, pp. 121-134 (122: «una notevole chiesa 
copta con il suo Der o monastero e costruzioni annesse»); Begg 2010, 
pp. 70-73. It should be noted, however, that Bagnani’s monastic identi-
fication has not been universally accepted; cf., e.g., Boutros 2005, p. 
119. A second possibility for the find is the conclusion of  the 1931 sea-
son, when two churches were dug «nel quartiere copto del kôm, che
è quello maggiormente esposto ai guasti dei ricercatori di sebbâk» 
(Anti 1931, p. 391; cf. also Begg 2010, p. 70). For all of  the churches 
excavated by the Italian mission, see further Grossmann 2005. No 
publications concerning these structures (or the pertinent excava-
tions more generally) mention the discovery of  papyri, and Begg 
kindly reports to us (pers. comm., 7 January 2018) that the unpub-
lished records in the Bagnani archive at Trent University are likewise 
silent about such finds. (A request for information from the Istituto 
Veneto, where the papers of  Tebtynis field director Carlo Anti are
held, went unanswered). 
T
Fig. 1. 1954 memorandum concerning objects consigned to inasa by Gilbert Bagnani.
cate that another findspot should be considered.9 It 
does seem probable, though, that they would have 
been discovered in the same part of  the site.10 Late 
antique papyri in any language are a rarity at Tebty-
nis, and though the inasa documents are fragmen-
tary and damaged – only three bear substantial texts 
– their probable connection to the settlement en-
hances their historical interest and value.
The Coptic Papyri  
Despite their fragmentary nature, the six inasa Cop-
tic papyri represent a considerable addition to the 
body of  Sahidic non-literary texts from the Fayum 
and the first such documents to be published from 
Tebtynis (if  the proposed provenance is correct). Ap-
proximately ten percent of  non-literary texts from 
the Fayum are written in Sahidic (or  Sahidic with 
Fayumic influence): 47 of  439 documents.11 The six 
papyri here published therefore increase the number 
of  Sahidic documents by over ten per cent. Of  this 
corpus, 24 texts are undated, and the other texts 
range in date from the iv/v century to the xi cen-
tury, rendering it difficult to assign a date to the six 
papyri edited here. 
On palaeographic and material grounds – the fact 
that our texts are written on papyrus and not paper – 
post-ix century dates can be ruled out.12 Examina-
tion of  the available images of  papyri from the 
Fayum (especially those written in Sahidic) provides 
close comparanda ranging from the vii to ix cen-
turies. These hands exhibit the following character-
istic features: they are unligatured; they lean slightly 
to the right; letters have long vertical strokes (es-
pecially in ⲓ, ⲣ, ⲧ, ⲫ), ϣ has a long tail, ϥ is large and 
rounded, and ⲉ, ⲑ, ⲟ, and ⲥ typically are narrow.13 On 
the basis of  their writing, the inasa texts can be 
broadly dated to these centuries. The possible refer-
ence to Apa Georgios in Papyrus Inasa (hereafter 
p.inasa) Copto i may connect this letter to the viii/
ix-century material from Deir el-Hammam, so a date
at the end of  the aforementioned range is proposed
for that document. Since there are palaeographic
similarities between text i and texts v and vi, late
dates are also suggested for those two documents.
The hand of  p.inasa Copto ii is the only one of  
the group not to conform to the above description. 
Its  script is larger and rounder, although it too is 
 unligatured and has generally similar letter forma-
tions, e.g., ⲇ, ϣ, ϥ. It is possible that this papyrus is 
either slightly earlier than the others or was written 
by a scribe more accustomed to producing literary 
works. In general, the lack of  securely datable paral-
lels in conjunction with the considerable research 
still necessary on the palaeography of  Coptic papyri 
from the Fayum makes it likely that the dates 
 proposed for the inasa papyri will be refined in the 
future. 
The inasa pieces are letters from monastic con-
texts. This is clear on the basis of  the use of  titles, 
e.g., Brother, Father, successor (diadochos in p.inasa
Copto vi), and epithets. p.inasa Copto i refers to
the needs of  the letter’s recipient, including gar-
ments, and mentions a local revered figure, Apa
Georgios; ii mentions a visit on the Sabbath; several
goods seem to be the subject of  iii, but nothing
further can be said; the only readable words in iv
concern «all the brethren»; v is a letter to a monk
mainly comprising polite phrases; and vi is a letter
to a priest that seems to be an apology for being
 unable to visit the recipient.
P.inasa Copto i:
Letter to a Monastic Elder14 
Tebtynis?; 15.2 × 33.7 cm; ca. viii/ix cent (Fig. 2)  
Description: An unknown amount of  text is lost at the left 
and, in some cases, the right (some lines appear to be com-
plete at the right, but only ink traces remain). No traces are 
9 For their (palaeographic) dates, see «The Greek Papyri» below. 
10 For the Byzantine sector of  the site and its excavation in more 
recent years, see Gallazzi 2010 (p. 185 discusses its location; pp. 186 
and 203, the discovery of  textual material). 
11 These figures are drawn from the Brussels Coptic Database 
(checked January 2018). 
12 Cf. e.g., P.Lips. inv. 250, a Sahidic list and account on paper from 
the x/xi century; image published in Richter 2008, p. 215. 
13 Cf. P.Fay.Copt. 11 and, especially, 14 (the dialect of  both these 
letters is a mix of  Sahidic and Fayumic); P.Col. inv. 552a, published in 
Westerfeld 2013 (note the writing of  the uncommon Coptic letter 
ϭ, with a long horizontal upper element similar to that found in 
p.inasa Copto i); P.Lond.Copt. i 695, edited with image in Wilfong
2008 (note especially ⲙ and ⲫ); SB Kopt. iii 1283, image in Urbaniak-
Walczak 1999, Tafel iv; and the single line of  Coptic on SB xviii 
13249. It must be stressed that the provenance of  these papyri is the 
Fayum but not specifically Tebtynis (SB Kopt. iii 1283, e.g., is from 
Deir el-Naqlun), so only general similarities are found rather than 
exact parallels. The dates suggested for these comparanda range 
from the vi to ix centuries, and they are often broad to account for 
the difficulty of  identifying analogous material with a secure date. 
P.Lond.Copt. i 695, e.g., is dated to the vi-viii centuries, while 
P.Fay.Copt. 11 and 14 are part of  the viii/ix-century dossier associated 
with the monastery of  Deir el-Hammam. 
14 We are grateful to Dr Anne Boud’hors for her comments on 
this text, in particular for those concerning Apa Georgios. 
visible along the top edge, suggesting that the first line may 
be preserved. However, as the line spacing in this letter is 
quite substantial, it is possible that lines may be missing 
from the beginning. Consequently, the original height and 
width of  the document cannot be reconstructed. The 
papyrus has suffered damage through burning (for the 
burning of  papyri at Tebtynis, see Gallazzi 2016, pp. 151-
152), and the resulting discolouration has obscured 
 considerable sections of  text, to the point of  illegibility. Its 
condition is further exacerbated by a number of  small 
holes and the loss of  vertical fibres. 
Palaeography: An unligatured, right-leaning majus-
cule, with long descending strokes on ⲓ, ⲣ, and ϯ; use of  the 
supralinear stroke and diaeresis over ⲓ̈ (when following ⲁ). 
Sentences are demarcated by small spaces. The hand shows 
many similarities with p.inasa Copto v and vi (on this 
hand-type, see the general introduction). 
Dialect: Sahidic. 
The papyrus preserves a letter to a monastic elder, as 
indicated by both terms of  address (lines 8 and 9: 
«God-honoured … lord holy Father») and terms of  
deference (line 3: «your esteemed letters», «I am 
ready to serve you»). The letter’s tone suggests that 
it was not written by a subordinate but perhaps the 
superior of  another community. The content is not 
always easy to follow but concerns the first party’s 
need for various items. The writer refers to various 
shares that he is to receive, but these are not eluci-
dated in the surviving text. The letter mentions an 
Apa Georgios «who is among the Saints», which may 
be a reference to the well-known archimandrite of  
Deir el-Hamman, whose corpus dates to the late 
viii/ix century. The date assigned to the text is de-
rived from this identification; i.e., it assumes that 
these men are one and the same. 
↓ 
1 [– ca.? –] . .[.]ϫ̣ⲉ̣ .[– ca. 28 –] .ⲛ ⲙⲡⲛ̅ⲣ̅ⲡⲁⲓ̈ 
ϣⲁⲛⲧⲛ̅ⲥⲏⲙⲁⲛⲉ ⲛⲏⲧⲛ̅ [– ca.? –] 
2 [– ca.? – ϩ]ⲱⲥ ⲧⲉⲧⲛ̅ⲣ̅ⲭⲣⲉⲓⲁ ⲁⲛ ⲧ̣ⲉ̣ⲛ̣ⲟⲩ vac.? ⲁⲩⲱ 
ⲟⲩ ⲙⲟⲛⲟⲛ ϣⲧⲏⲛ ⲁⲗⲗⲁ ϩⲱⲃ ⲛⲓⲙ ⲉⲧⲉⲧⲛ̅ⲣ̅ⲭⲣⲉⲓⲁ ⲙ̣̅ 
[– ca.? –] 
3 [– ca.? –]ⲛ̣ⲉ̣ⲛ̣ⲙⲉⲣⲟⲥ vac. ⲥ̣ⲏ̣ⲙⲁⲛⲉ ⲛⲁⲓ̈ ϩⲛ̅ ⲛⲉⲧⲛ̅ⲥϩⲁⲓ̈ 
ⲉⲧⲧⲁⲓ̈ⲏⲩ ⲁⲩⲱ̣ ϯⲟ ⲛ̅ϩⲉⲧⲟⲓ̣ⲙⲟⲥ ⲛ̅ⲣ̅ϭⲁⲩⲟ̣ⲛ [– ca.? –] 
4 [– ca.? –] .ⲙ̣ ⲛ̅ϣⲏⲣⲉ ⲛ̅ⲑⲉ ⲙ̅ⲡ̅ⲙⲁⲕⲁⲣⲓⲟⲥ ⲉⲧϩⲛ̅ 
ⲛⲉⲧⲟⲩⲁⲁⲃ ⲁⲡⲁ ⲅⲉⲱⲣⲅⲓⲟⲥ̣ vac. ⲡⲓⲥⲧⲉⲩⲉ ⲅⲁⲣ ⲛⲁⲓ̈ 
[– ca.? –] 
5 [– ca.? – ⲟ]ⲩ̣ⲛⲟϭⲛⲟϭ ⲛ̅ⲗ̣ⲩⲡⲏ . . . . . .ⲛⲁⲛ ⲉϫⲛ̣̅ ⲡ̣ⲉ̣ϥⲥ̣ⲱⲕ̣ 
ⲉ̣ⲃ̣ⲟⲗ ⲁⲩⲱ ϣⲁ ⲧⲉⲛⲟⲩ ⲥⲙⲏⲛ ⲉⲃⲟⲗ ⲛⲙ̅ⲙⲁ̣ⲛ 
6 [– ca.? –] . [. .] ϫ̣ⲉ ⲧⲛ̅ⲣ̅ⲭⲣⲉⲓⲁ ⲙ̣̅ⲙⲟ̣ϥ ⲡⲁⲣ̣ⲁ̣ ⲡϣⲓ ϩⲛ 
[ⲛ]ⲉ̣ⲓ̈ⲕ̣ⲁⲓⲣ̣̣ⲟ̣ⲥ ⲉ̣ⲧϫⲁϫⲱ ⲉⲙⲁⲧⲉ ⲉⲛⲧⲁⲛⲕⲁⲧⲁⲛⲧ̣ⲁ̣ 
ⲉⲣⲟ̣ⲟ̣ⲩ̣ 
7 [– ca.? –] . [. .]ⲉ . . ⲁⲓ̈ϫ̣ⲁ̣ϫⲓ̈ⲛ .ⲉϩⲟⲩ[ⲛ] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ⲁ̣ⲓ̣̈ϭ̣ . . ⲉ ⲛ̣ⲁ̣ⲓ̣ ϫ̣ⲉ̣ . .ⲧⲉ̣ ⲉ̣ⲧⲡⲁϣⲉ ⲙⲡ̣[ⲉⲛ]ⲙⲁ 
8 [– ca.? –]ⲃ̣ⲱⲕ̣ ⲛ̣ⲙ̣ⲏ̣ⲧ̣ⲛ̣ vac. ⲁⲩⲱ ⲁⲓ̈ⲙⲉ ϫⲉ . . . . . .ϥ̣ ⲁⲓ 
. . . . vac. ϯⲁⲥⲡⲁⲍⲉ ⲇ̣ⲉ ⲛ̣̅ⲧ̣ⲉ̣ⲧⲛ̅ⲑⲉⲟⲧⲓⲙ(ⲏⲧⲟⲥ) 
9 [– ca.? –] ⲛ̅ϫⲟ[ⲉⲓⲥ ⲛ]ⲉ̣ⲓ̣ⲱ̣ⲧ̣ ⲉⲧⲟⲩⲁⲁⲃ ⲙ̣[ⲛ] ⲛ̣ⲉⲥⲛⲏⲩ 
ⲧⲏⲣⲟⲩ ⲉ̣ⲧⲛⲙ̅ⲙ̣ⲏ̣ⲧⲛ̅ ⲕⲁⲧⲁ ⲛⲉ̣ⲩ̣ⲣ̣ⲁⲛ . . . . . . + 
1. σημαίνω  2. ὡς?; χρεία; οὐ μόνον; ϣⲧⲏⲛ l. ⲛϣⲧⲏⲛ; ἀλλά
3.  μέρος; σημαίνω; ἑτοῖμος  4. μακάριος; πιστεύω; γάρ
5. λύπη  6. χρεία; παρά; καιρός; καταντάω  8. ⲁⲓ̈<ⲉⲓ>ⲙⲉ;
ἀσπάζομαι; pap. ⲑⲉⲟⲧⲓⲙ/; θεοτίμητος  9. κατά
[…] we did not do this, until we explained to you [… ] 
as you do not have need now. Further, not only gar-
ments, but everything that you need […] our shares. 
Inform me in your esteemed letters. Furthermore, I 
am ready to serve [you …] the sons, just like the 
blessed [i.e., deceased] one who is among the Saints, 
Apa Georgios. For, believe me […](5) a great sad-
ness … to us because of  his passing away, and until 
now it stays with us […] because we need him beyond 
measure in these very hard times that we have experi-
enced […] … ? … which is half  of  [our?] place […] go 
with you. Moreover, I understood that … I greet your 
God-honoured […] lord holy Father and all the 
brethren who are with you, individually […] + 
2. Alternatively, it is possible to divide the text ϩⲱⲥⲧⲉ
ⲧⲛ̅ⲣ̅ⲭⲣⲉⲓⲁ, but the use of  ϩⲱⲥⲧⲉ with the I Present is
unusual and the 2pl subject occurs again at the end
of  this line.
2. ⲧ̣ⲉ̣ⲛ̣ⲟⲩ seems to be, at least in part, a correction,
with epsilon and nu overwriting the original letters. It 
is unclear whether what follows is an intentional 
space or an erasure. While faint ink traces do seem to 
be present, the writer also uses small spaces  between 
sentences, as discussed in the commentary to line 3. 
3.]ⲛ̣ⲉ̣ⲛ̣ⲙⲉⲣⲟⲥ ⲥ̣ⲏ̣ⲙⲁⲛⲉ: There is a small space, one to 
two letters wide, between these two words. The 
writer seems consistent in his use of  such spaces to 
separate sentences, and if  that is the case here, 
ⲥ̣ⲏ̣ⲙⲁⲛⲉ is the start of  a new clause and thus the im-
perative. Alternatively, if  «our shares» is the subject, 
the conjugation base is lost, but the construction 
must be passive, i.e., «our shares were(?) explained to 
me in your esteemed letters». 
4. It seems probable that the text is referring to a per-
son, not an institution (topos). If  this is correct, it is
attractive to link Apa Georgios with the homony-
mous archimandrite of  the monastery of  Deir el-
Hammam, who is well known from a corpus of
letters dating to the viii/ix century, on which see 
Schmelz 2009. The inasa letter would thus 
 postdate this holy man’s death. The phrase «the 
 deceased one who is among the Saints» finds paral-
lel  in two vii/viii-century Theban documents: 
ⲉⲓⲥϩⲁⲓ ⲉⲛ̅ⲛ̅ϣⲏⲣⲉ ⲙⲡⲙⲁⲕⲁⲣ(ⲓ)ⲟ(ⲥ) ⲁⲡⲁ ⲡⲁⲩⲗⲟⲥ 
ⲡⲁⲛⲁⲭⲱⲣⲓⲧⲏⲥ ⲡⲁⲓ ⲉⲧϩⲛ ⲛⲉⲧⲟⲩⲁⲁⲃ ⲧⲉⲛⲟⲩ, «I write 
to the successors of  the deceased anchorite Apa 
Paul, who is now among the Saints» (P.CLT 1.12-13); 
ⲛⲧⲁⲓⲁⲛⲁⲗⲩⲧⲣⲱⲥⲉ ϩⲓⲧⲟⲟⲧϥ ⲙⲡⲧⲟⲡⲟⲥ ⲉⲧⲟⲩⲁⲁⲃ 
ⲙⲡⲉⲧⲣⲟⲩⲟⲉⲓⲛ ⲉⲃⲟⲗ ϩⲛ ⲛⲉⲧⲟⲩⲁⲁⲃ ⲡϩⲁⲅⲓⲟⲥ ⲁⲃⲃⲁ 
ⲯⲁⲧⲉ ⲙⲡⲧⲟⲟⲩ ⲙⲡⲉⲛⲕⲁⲥⲧⲣⲟⲛ, «which I redeemed 
from the holy topos of  the one who shines among the 
Saints, the holy Abba Psate of  the mount of  our cas-
trum» (P.KRU 50.16-18). (Both Paul and Psate were 
local, i.e., Theban, figures after whom topoi were 
named. Usage at the monastery of  Apa Phoibam-
mon at Deir el-Bahri may be contrasted: there the 
eponymous Phoibammon is referred to throughout 
the legal documents involving the monastery as «the 
Saint», i.e., ⲡⲡⲉⲧⲟⲩⲁⲁⲃ, while the founder of  the 
monastery Apa Abraham is «among the Saints» 
[P.KRU 75.18 and 69].) 
As for institutions in the Fayum that were named 
for St George: a church in the Parembole quarter of  
Arsinoe is well attested in documentary texts; see 
Stud.Pal. iii2 126, 1n. with refs. In addition, a church 
of  St George in Narmouthis is named as the donee in 
the colophon of  a ix-century Coptic codex: «he gave 
the book to the church of  St George the martyr in 
Narmouthis» (ⲁϥⲧⲁⲁϥ ⲉϩⲟⲛ̅ ⲉⲧⲉⲕⲕⲗⲏⲥⲓⲁ ⲙⲡϩⲁⲅⲓⲟⲥ 
ⲅⲉⲱⲣⲅⲓⲟⲥ̅ ⲡⲙⲁⲣⲧⲩⲣⲟⲥ ⲛϫⲱⲱⲣⲉ ϩⲉⲛ ⲛⲁⲣⲙⲟⲩⲧⲉ); 
Van Lantschoot 1929, pp. 46-48 (number 26) = 
cmcl mich.aj (Corpus dei manoscritti copti lette-
rari), for which see Orlandi 2002, p. 217. 
5. At the beginning of  the line, ⲛⲟϭⲛⲟϭ is under-
stood as the doubling of  ⲛⲟϭ, «great», for hyperbolic
effect, heightening the writer’s feeling of  sadness. In
the proposed ⲗⲩⲡⲏ, lambda is not certain, as only one
thick stroke before upsilon is now clear. Following
ⲗ̣ⲩⲡⲏ, a verb is required, but the presence of  a lacuna
and further damage here mostly obscures the text. It
may be possible to read the letter ϣ, but the space
between this and ⲛⲁⲛ may be too large for ϣⲱⲡⲉ.
This verb would, however, suit the context: «a great
sadness happened to us».
5. ⲉϫⲛ̣̅: ⲉ is a correction over an original letter,
possibly ⲛ. 
5. ⲡ̣ⲉ̣ϥⲥ̣ⲱⲕ̣ is problematic, especially the reading
of  ⲡ (which here seems smaller and narrower), ⲉ
(which is narrow, more so than epsilon elsewhere in 
this text, resembling a stretched sigma), and ⲥ (for 
which there may be too many strokes). A preferable 
reading may be ⲃⲱⲕ, although beta is also difficult. 
In the case of  either ⲥⲱⲕ or ⲃⲱⲕ, the meaning re-
mains the same: both are used as euphemistic ex-
pressions for death. While ⲃⲱⲕ is more common 
with this sense, this use of  ⲥⲱⲕ occurs, e.g., in P.KRU 
65.4: [ϩ]ⲓ̣ⲧⲛ ⲡⲉⲩ̣ⲙ[ⲟ]ⲩ ⲙⲛ ⲡⲥⲱⲕ ⲉⲃⲟⲗ ⲛⲛⲉⲛⲉⲓⲟⲧⲉ 
ⲙⲙⲁⲓ[ⲡⲣ]ⲟⲥⲫⲟⲣⲁ, «through their death and the pas-
sing away of  our blessing-loving fathers». 
6. [ⲛ]ⲉ̣ⲓ̈ⲕ̣ⲁⲓⲣ̣ⲟ̣ⲥ: The kappa overwrites an original
alpha.
6. καταντάω is previously attested only three
times in Coptic documentary texts: O.CrumST 193, 
P.Lond.Copt. i 607, and SB Kopt. i 780.
7. ϫⲓ̈ⲛ seems certain, but it is difficult to make sense
of  the letters that immediately precede and follow
this group. As no traces are visible immediately be-
fore the alpha, ⲁⲓ̈ is most likely the I Perfect, rather
than (e.g.) the demonstrative pronoun ⲡⲁⲓ̈/ⲧⲁⲓ̈/ⲛⲁⲓ̈.
One possibility is ϫ̣ⲁ̣ϫⲓ with ⲛ introducing the ob-
ject, with ϫ̣ⲁ̣ϫⲓ derived from ϫⲁϫⲉ («be hard»),
echoing ⲉ̣ⲧϫⲁϫⲱ on the previous line. A compound
with ϫⲁϫ- may also be considered. The uncertainty
or illegibility of  subsequent letters requires the
matter to be left open.
7. ⲁ̣ⲓ̣̈ϭ̣ . .ⲉ ⲛ̣ⲁ̣ⲓ̣ is uncertain, and an extra letter may
be lost between the proposed ϭ and ⲉ – ϭⲓⲛⲉ seems 
impossible. The I Perfect construction seems secure, 
based on the clear diaeresis. The traces before 
ⲧⲡⲁϣⲉ may instead be read ⲕ̣ⲁ̣ⲧⲁ̣, but this reading 
seems less secure. 
9. At the end of  the line, there appear to be the traces
of  a cross, marking the conclusion of  the letter.
However, this reading is far from certain, and it is
possible that additional lines are lost.
P.inasa Copto ii: Letter
Tebtynis?; 17.0 × 9.9 cm; ca. vii/viii cent.? (Fig. 3)  
Description: The beginnings of  the final ten lines of  this 
letter survive, but the first line comprises mainly traces. 
The amount of  text lost from the top and right cannot be 
determined, but a large bottom margin remains (ca. 5 cm). 
There is a kollēsis between lines x + 2 and x + 3. There are 
possible burn marks along the edges and a number of  small 
holes (none of  which result in the loss of  text). 
Palaeography: The hand is large with well-spaced, 
rounded letters and no ligatures. «Bookhand» forms of  ⲇ 
and ϫ are used, and there are rounded finials on some 
letters, notably ⲇ, ⲕ, ⲩ, and ϫ. Spaces are left between 
words, although this practice is not consistent. 
Dialect: Sahidic. 
A letter, as indicated by the use of  second-person 
pronouns and final epistolary formulae, apparently 
asking if  the recipient is able to visit on the Sabbath. 
Too little text survives to provide further details. 
↓ 
x + 10  – – –
x + 10  . . . . . .ⲧⲁⲓ̣ . [– ca.? –] 
x + 20  ϭⲟⲙ ⲟⲩⲛ ⲛⲅⲉⲓ ⲉⲙ̣[– ca.? –] 
x + 30  ⲙⲡⲥⲁⲛⲃⲁⲧⲟ[ⲛ – ca.? –] 
x + 40  ⲗⲁⲁⲩ ⲛ̅ⲣⲱⲙⲉ .[– ca.? –] 
x + 50  ⲟⲩⲇⲉ ϩⲁϩⲧⲏⲛ [– ca.? –] 
x + 60  ⲟⲩⲛ ⲁϥⲣ̅ⲙϩⲉ ⲉ[– ca.? –] 
x + 70  ϩⲱⲕ ⲉⲕⲟⲩⲉϣ .[– ca.? –] 
x + 80  ⲛ ⲟⲛ ⲡⲥⲁⲃⲁⲛⲧⲟⲛ [– ca.? –] 
x + 90  ⲉⲧⲉϩⲛⲁⲕ ϩⲛ̣ ⲧⲉ[– ca.? –] 
x + 10  ⲧⲏⲣ̅ⲥ̣ ⲟⲩϫⲁⲓ ϩⲙ̅ [ⲡϫⲟⲉⲓⲥ – ca.? –]  
x + 2, x + 6(?). οὖν x + 3, x + 9. σάββατον x + 5. οὐδέ 
[…] this [… If  you are] able, then, come to […] the 
Sabbath […] anyone […] nor amongst us […] he be-
came free […] yourself, as you wish […] again the 
Sabbath […] that pleases you among the […] entire 
[…]. Farewell in [the Lord. …] 
x + 4. ⲗⲁⲁⲩ: The first ⲁ is a correction. 
x + 6. ⲁϥⲣ̅ⲙϩⲉ: A possible incidence of  haplography; 
double rho (i.e., ⲁϥⲣ̅-ⲣⲙϩⲉ) may have been intended. 
The preceding ⲟⲩⲛ may be the particle οὖν or may 
belong to the end of  a verb. 
P.inasa Copto iii: Fragment
Tebtynis?; 7.6 × 7.6 cm; ca. viii cent. (Fig. 4)  
Description: Parts of  the final four lines of  the text sur-
vive, with traces of  another, perhaps, along the top edge. 
The bottom margin is 3 cm, but the amount of  papyrus lost 
on all other sides cannot be determined. There is burn 
damage, causing discolouration of  the surface. As a result 
of  this, as well as areas of  wear and a lacuna in the bottom 
lines, very few words can be read completely, and the pur-
pose of  the document is unknown. 
Palaeography: Too little of  the text survives to allow 
significant palaeographic comments. Letters are detached 
and curved (especially ⲛ). 
Dialect: Sahidic, but though the remains of  the text are 
scant, some words exhibit non-standard Sahidic orthogra-
phy, possibly due to Fayumic influences; note, e.g., ⲥⲁⲛ for 
ⲥⲟⲛ in line x + 4. (For ϭⲁ̣ⲙ at the beginning of  line x + 3, see 
the commentary.) 
The precise nature of  the text is indeterminable due 
to how little survives, although a reference to «our 
esteemed brother» in line x + 4 suggests a monastic 
context.  
→ 
x + 10  – – – 
x + 1  vestig? 
x + 2  [– ca.? –] .ⲏ ⲛ̅ⲉⲥⲕⲏ̣ⲩ̣ⲉ̣ .[– ca.? –] 
x + 3  [– ca.? –]ϭⲁ̣ⲙ ⲁⲩⲱ ⲉⲛ̣ⲉϩⲧ̣ⲱ̣ . . .[– ca.? –] 
x + 4  [– ca.? – ⲡ]ⲉⲛⲥⲁⲛ̣ ⲉ̣ⲧ̣ⲁⲓⲏⲩ ⲯⲁ̣ϩ̣[– ca.? –] 
x + 5  ]ⲗⲓⲟ̣[. .]ⲛⲯ . . . . [– ca.? –]  
x + 3. ϭⲁ̣ⲙ l. ⲕⲁⲙ or ϭⲱⲙ x + 4. ⲥⲁⲛ̣ l. ⲥⲟⲛ 
[…] the objects […] reed pen(?). Moreover, the 
horses(?) […] our esteemed brother, master […] … 
[…] 
x + 3. ϭⲁ̣ⲙ may be a variant of  ⲕⲁⲙ, «reed, rush pen», 
or ϭⲱⲙ, «garden, vineyard». 
x + 3. ⲉⲛ̣ⲉϩⲧ̣ⲱ̣ . . . The ink between ϩ and the ver-
tical stroke is read as the left end of  the crossbar of  
tau. The traces following ⲱ are too faint to confirm 
this reading of  «horses» and (if  correct) whether the 
writing is ϩⲧⲱⲱⲣⲉ or ϩⲧⲱⲣⲉ. 
x + 4. ⲥⲁⲛ̣ for ⲥⲟⲛ: The exchange of  omicron for alpha 
is very common in Sahidic texts from the Fayum; see 
Kahle 1954, pp. 80-81. As the noun is in its singular 
form, [ⲡ]ⲉⲛⲥⲁⲛ̣, «our esteemed brother», can be re-
constructed. 
x + 4. It is difficult to determine whether ⲯⲁ̣ϩ̣ 
means «the scribe» or «the master»; if  ⲛⲯ on the fol-
lowing line is to be construed as the beginning of  
ⲛⲯⲁϩ, these lines may refer to a number of  men 
using the honorific «master». 
P.inasa Copto iv: Fragment
Tebtynis?; 6.8 × 10.9 cm; ca. viii cent. (Fig. 5)  
Description: A heavily mutilated fragment preserving 
traces of  the final four lines of  the text; the final line pre-
serves the left margin. A detached, tiny fragment (0.6 × 0.7 
cm) bears no text. The presence of  burn damage along
with a loss of  fibres causes the little writing that survives to
be barely legible.
Fig. 2. P.inasa Copto i: Letter to a monastic elder.
Fig. 3. P.inasa Copto ii: Letter. Fig. 4. P.inasa Copto iii: Fragment.
Palaeography: Too little of  the text survives to make 
substantive remarks concerning the palaeography. The ex-
tant letters are angular, majuscule, and unligatured, with a 
slight right slant. 
Dialect: Sahidic (based on what little survives). 
The nature of  the text is indeterminable, but the ref-
erence to «all the brethren» in line x + 4 suggests a 
monastic context. 
↓ 
x + 1  – – –
x + 1  [– ca.? –] vestig. 
x + 2  [– ca.? –] ϩ̣ⲛ̣ ⲛ . .[ 
x + 3  [– ca.? –] vestig. 
x + 4  . . . . .ⲉ̣ⲕ̣ .ⲥⲛⲏ̣ⲟⲩ ⲧⲏⲣⲟ̣[ⲩ] 
P.inasa Copto v: Letter to a Monk 
Tebtynis?; 16.1 × 19.2 cm; ca. viii/ix cent. (Figs. 6-7)  
Description: The main fragment is accompanied by three 
small, disconnected fragments: (a) 1.6 × 0.4 cm; (b) 1.2 × 1.2 
cm; (c) 1.6 × 12.5 cm. The top and bottom margins are extant 
on the main fragment (based on its colour, the long thin, 
disconnected piece [c], which is anepigraphic, seems to be-
long to the bottom of  the papyrus), but the left and right 
margins are both lost, and the document’s original width 
cannot be determined. Beyond the loss of  the left and right 
margins, there are other areas of  damage, including a large 
lacuna in the top-left corner, which affects the first two 
lines. Smaller holes are also present throughout, but none 
result in the same level of  loss. In addition, there are small 
burnt areas. Despite this damage, the ink is well preserved. 
Vertical fold marks give an impression of  how the letter was 
originally folded, and there is a kollēsis above the first line. 
Palaeography: A regular, right-leaning majuscule with 
few ligatures (ⲁⲓ, ϩⲓ). There are long descending strokes on 
ⲓ, ⲧ, and ϣ. A couple of  letters are notably large, especially 
ⲍ in line 4 (ⲁⲥⲡⲁⲍⲉ) and ⲗ in line 9 (ⲗⲟⲅⲏⲙ`ⲧ´). The supra-
linear stroke is used, and the diaeresis occurs over ⲓ̈, es-
pecially after ⲁ. It is difficult to determine if  other supralin-
ear marks are intentional diacritics or accidental strokes; 
for the short vertical stroke in line 5 (ⲁⲗⲗ’), see the com-
mentary below. The hand shows many similarities with 
p.inasa Copto i and especially vi (on this hand-type, see
the general introduction).
Dialect: Sahidic. 
The papyrus preserves a letter written to a monk; his 
name is lost, but he is referred to several times as the 
«God-honoured lord Brother». The name Cosma 
(Greek Cosmas) survives in the address, but this per-
son’s role is unclear. The majority of  the surviving 
text records polite greetings and wishes for health. 
↓ 
1 [– ca.? – ⲛ]ⲧ̣ⲉⲧ̣ⲛ̅ⲑⲉⲟ̣[ⲧⲓ]ⲙ̣(ⲏ)ⲧ(ⲟⲥ) ⲛ̅ϫⲟⲉⲓⲥ ⲛ̅ⲥⲟ̣ⲛ̣ . . 
[– ca.? –] 
2 [– ca.? –]ⲉ̣ⲓ ⲉϩⲟ̣ⲩ̣ⲛ ⲉⲡⲣⲟⲥⲕⲩⲛⲉⲓ ⲙⲙ̅[ⲱⲧⲛ – ca.? –] 
3 [– ca.? –] ⲛ̅ⲧⲉ̣ⲧⲛ̅ⲑⲉⲟⲧⲓⲙ(ⲏ)ⲧ(ⲟⲥ) ⲛϫⲟⲉⲓⲥ ⲛ̅ⲥⲟⲛ· 
[– ca.? –] 
4 [– ca.? –] ⲁ̣ⲛⲟⲩⲱϣ ⲉⲉⲓ ⲧⲛ̅ⲁⲥⲡⲁⲍⲉ ⲙ̅ⲙⲱⲧⲛ̅ ⲕⲁⲧ[ⲁ 
– ca.? –]
5 [– ca.? –] . [. . .]ⲛⲉⲣⲡⲁⲓ̈ ϩⲙ̅ ⲡⲥⲱⲙⲁ · ⲁⲗⲗ(ⲁ) 
ⲁⲛⲁⲛⲁⲡⲗ̣ .[– ca.? –] 
6 [– ca.? –] ⲧ̣[ⲉⲧⲛ̅]ⲟⲩϫⲁⲓ̈ ⲙⲛ̅ ⲧⲉⲧⲛ̅ⲕⲁⲗⲏ ⲕⲁⲧⲁⲥⲧⲁⲥⲓⲥ 
ϫⲉ [– ca.? –] 
7 [– ca.? –]ⲧ̣ⲟⲟⲩ ⲧⲛ̅ⲁⲥⲡⲁⲍⲉ ⲛ̅ⲧⲉⲧⲛ̅ⲑⲉⲟⲧⲓⲙ(ⲏ)ⲧ(ⲟⲥ) 
ⲛϫ̣[ⲟⲉⲓⲥ ⲛ̅ⲥⲟⲛ – ca.? –] 
8 [– ca.? –] . . ⲟ ⲥⲉⲛⲁⲟⲩϫⲁⲓ ϩⲓⲧⲛ̅ ⲛⲉⲥⲟⲡⲥ̅ ⲛⲛⲉ[– ca.? –] 
9 [– ca.? –]ⲧ̣ⲛ̅ ⲛⲉⲧⲛ̅ⲓ̈ⲭⲛⲟⲡⲟⲇⲓⲟⲛ ⲛⲉⲩⲗⲟⲅⲏ̣ⲙ̣(ⲱ)ⲧ̣ -
(ⲁⲧⲟⲥ) + 
→ 
10. [– ca.? –] . . . . . . ⲕⲟⲥⲙ̣ⲁ ϩ̣ⲁⲣⲉⲧⲏⲛ . . [– ca.? –]  
1,3,7. pap. ⲑⲉⲟⲧⲓⲙⲧ; θεοτίμητος  2. προσκυνέω  4,7. ἀσπά-
ζομαι  5. σῶμα; pap. ⲁⲗⲗ’; ἀλλά; ἀναπλέω?  6. καλή; 
κατάστασις  9. ἰχνοπόδιον; pap. ⲉⲩⲗⲟⲅⲏ̣ⲙ̣ⲧ̣; ἐυλογιμώτα-
τος; or εὐλογημένος? 
[…] your God-honoured lord Brother […] entered to 
greet [you …] your God-honoured lord Brother […] 
we wanted to come. We greet you […] (5) we did this, 
bodily, but we sailed upstream […] your health and 
your good condition that […] mount. We greet your 
God-honoured l[ord Brother …] … they(?) will be 
well, through the prayers of  the […] your most 
blessed soles + 
(10) […] … Cosma, on behalf  of  you(?) … […]
2. ⲉ̣ⲓ: The only clear element is a descending vertical
stroke. Traces of  an oblique stroke to the left suggest
that ⲩ should be read, but if  so, the letterform does
not match the writing of  upsilon elsewhere in the text.
It is possible that damage to the fibres has distorted
the angle of  the preceding strokes, and that this is the
verb ⲉⲓ, which is appropriate before the following
 adverb (the writing of  this verb in line 4 has a short ⲓ,
but variation by a single writer in the length of  ver-
tical strokes is neither uncommon nor unexpected).
5. [. . .]ⲛⲉⲣⲡⲁⲓ̈ probably for [ⲁ]ⲛⲣ̅ⲡⲁⲓ̈, «we did this», al-
though other conjugations are possible (excluding
the first present ⲧⲛⲉⲣⲡⲁⲓ̈, which cannot use the con-
struct form of  the verb).
Fig. 5. P.inasa Copto iv: Fragment.
Fig. 6. P.inasa Copto v: Letter to a monk (front). Fig. 7. P.inasa Copto v: Letter to a monk (back).
5. ⲁⲗⲗ(ⲁ) ⲁⲛⲁⲛⲁⲡⲗ̣.[: The scribe’s supralinear
mark may indicate an abbreviated writing, i.e., ⲁⲗⲗ’ 
for ⲁⲗⲗⲁ (for abbreviated writings with an oblique 
abbreviation stroke, ⲁⲗⲗ/, see Förster 2002, p. 32), 
or a case of  elision. In any case, the following ⲁ can 
be read as the I Perfect conjugation base. The verb 
ⲁⲛⲁⲡⲗ̣.[…] is perhaps ἀναπλέω, «to sail upstream» 
(i.e., south), which is otherwise unattested in Coptic 
papyri but is well attested in Greek texts. Alter-
natively, the traces support ⲁⲛⲁⲡⲛ̣[…], possibly for 
ἀναπνέω, «to recover, revive», etc. However, while 
this would fit well the following mention of  health 
and good condition, the word is found neither in 
Coptic nor Greek papyri from Egypt. 
6. The use of  the preposition ⲙⲛ̅ indicates that ⲟⲩϫⲁⲓ̈
is here a noun, and so ⲧⲉⲧⲛ̅ can be reconstructed in
the lacuna: [– ca.? –]ⲧ̣[ⲉⲧⲛ̅]ⲟⲩϫⲁⲓ̈.
8. . . ⲟ ⲥⲉⲛⲁⲟⲩϫⲁⲓ: It is possible that an error has oc-
curred here due to haplography, specifically that
-ⲟ<ⲥ> ⲥⲉⲛⲁⲟⲩϫⲁⲓ should be read, with -ⲟ<ⲥ> being
the end of  a Greek noun. 
9. ⲓⲭⲛⲟⲡⲟⲇⲓⲟⲛ is a compound of  ἴχνος (sole of
foot)  and πόδιον (foot), for which ⲡⲉⲓⲭⲛⲟⲥ
ⲛ̅ⲛⲉⲧⲛ̅ⲟⲩⲉⲣⲏⲧⲉ, «the soles of  your feet», is more
common; see references in Förster 2002, p. 355. The
following abbreviation, ⲉⲩⲗⲟⲅⲏ̣ⲙ̣( )ⲧ̣, is understood
to be the superlative ἐυλογιμώτατος based on the
reading of  a superscript ⲧ (which is written with an
elaborate curved element). If  this suspended letter is
in fact ⲉ, εὐλογημένος is the underlying Greek word.
10. ϩ̣ⲁⲣⲉⲧⲏⲛ is understood here as a variant of
ϩⲁⲣⲱⲧⲛ̅; no other explanations seem plausible.
P.inasa Copto vi: Letter to a Priest
Tebtynis?; 15.1 × 15.7 cm; ca. viii/ix cent. (Figs. 8-9)  
Description: In addition to the main fragment, there are 
twelve small pieces, only some of  which bear text. Nine 
lines survive on the main fragment and one line on a sec-
ond fragment (2.6 × 7.5 cm); the amount of  papyrus lost be-
tween the two pieces is unknown. The top and bottom 
margins are extant – the former on the main fragment, the 
latter on the second fragment – but as an indeterminable 
amount of  text is lost between the fragments, the original 
height of  the document cannot be calculated. Additionally, 
both the left and right margins are lost. The papyrus is 
burnt in several places, mainly around the edges of  the 
main piece; on the burning of  papyri at Tebtynis, see Gal-
lazzi 2016, pp. 151-52. There are also a number of  small 
holes along the top and right side. The result is the loss or 
illegibility of  a number of  letters. The rest of  the writing is 
well preserved, for the most part. 
Palaeography: A regular, angular, right-leaning majus-
cule. There are long ascending and descending strokes (see 
especially ⲓ, ⲣ, ⲫ, ϣ, and sometimes the upper part of  ⲕ), 
which are accommodated by large spaces between the 
lines. A curved supralinear stroke is used, and the diaeresis 
occurs over ⲓ̈ when following ⲁ (on most occasions) and 
once after ⲉ. The hand shows many similarities with 
 p.inasa Copto i and especially v (on this hand-type, see the
general introduction).
Dialect: Sahidic. 
The text is a letter to a priest (the names in the ad-
dress are lost). The principal matter appears to be an 
apology by the sender for not visiting the recipient, 
although certainty is elusive in view of  the amount 
of  lost text. 
↓ 
11 [– ca.? –] . . .ⲛⲫⲧⲟ ⲧⲛ̣ . . . . .[– ca.? –] 
12 [– ca.? –] . ⲛⲧⲉⲩⲕⲁⲓⲣⲓⲁ ⲛⲡⲑⲉⲟⲫⲓⲗ(ⲉⲥⲧⲁⲧⲟⲥ) ⲙⲡ̣ⲣⲉϥ 
[– ca.? –] 
13 [– ca.? –]ⲁⲛⲁⲅⲕⲁⲓⲟⲛ ⲡⲉ ⲥϩⲁⲓ̈ · ⲡⲣⲱⲧⲟⲛ ⲙⲉⲛ 
ⲛ̅ⲁⲥⲡⲁⲍ̣[ⲉ – ca.? –] 
14 [– ca.? – ⲧⲛⲧⲁ]ⲣ̣ⲟ ⲙ̅ⲙⲱⲧⲛ̅ ϫⲉ ⲁⲛⲉⲓ ϣⲁ ⲧⲡⲟⲗⲓⲥ ϩ .ⲥ 
ⲥⲩⲛ ⲑⲉ[ⲱ – ca.? –] 
15 [– ca.? –] .ⲛⲉϣϭⲙ̅ϭⲟⲙ ⲛⲉⲓ ϫⲉ ⲙ̅ⲡⲟⲩⲥⲩⲅⲭⲱⲣⲉⲓ̣ ⲛⲁ[ⲛ 
– ca.? –]
16 [– ca.? –]ⲛ̣ⲓ̣ⲕⲱ(ⲫⲟⲣⲟⲥ)· ⲁⲣⲓ ⲧⲁⲅⲁⲡⲏ ⲟⲩⲛ ⲥⲏⲙⲁⲛⲉ 
ⲛⲁⲛ ⲙⲡ̣ⲉⲧ[– ca.? –] 
17 [– ca.? –] .ⲣⲟⲫⲟⲣⲓⲁ ⲛⲁϣⲱⲡⲉ ⲛⲁⲛ · ⲛⲁⲓ̈ ⲛⲁ̣ .ϣ 
[– ca.? –] 
18 [– ca.? –]ⲱⲡⲁⲓ̈ⲟⲛ ⲙ̅ⲡⲉⲛ̣ϣⲏⲣⲉ ⲡⲉⲧⲛⲥⲟⲛ ⲡⲇⲓⲁⲕ̣[ⲟⲛ 
– ca.? –]
19 [– ca.? –] .ⲕ ⲇⲉ ⲇⲁ̣ⲙ̣ⲓ̣ⲁ̣ⲛ̣ⲟ̣ⲥ̣ [– ca.? –] 
10 – – – 
10 [– ca.? –] . .ⲡ̣ⲉⲗ̣ⲡ̣ⲉ̣ⲓⲥ ⲡ̣ⲱ̣ⲧⲛ ⲧ̣ [– ca.? –] 
→ 
11. [– ca.? –] . . . . . . . ⲣ ⲁⲩⲱ ⲡⲇⲓⲁⲧ(ⲟ)ⲭ(ⲟⲥ) vac. + . . 
[– ca.? –] 
2. εὐκαιρία; pap. ⲑⲉⲟⲫⲓⲗ; θεοφιλέστατος; πρεσβύτερος?
3.  ἀναγκαῖον; πρῶτον; μέν; <ⲧ>ⲛ̅ⲁⲥⲡⲁⲍⲉ; ἀσπάζομαι
4. πόλις; σὺν Θεῷ  5. συγχωρέω  6. pap. ]ⲛⲓⲕⲱ; νικηφό-
ρος; ἀγάπη; οὖν; σημαίνω  7. πληροφορία?  8. διάκονος
11. pap. ⲡⲇⲓⲁⲧⲭ; διάδοχος
[…] of  Phto, we […] of  the prosperity of  the most 
God-loving priest […] … it is necessary (to) write. 
First, we greet [… we info]rm you that we came to 
the city H[.]s, God-willing [… (5) we were un]able to 
come, because [we?] were not permitted […] victori-
ous. Please, then, give us a sign of  what […] cer-
tainty(?) will be ours. These will […]opaion our son, 
your brother the deacon […] … Damianos […] (10) 
… ? […] 
[…] … and the successor. + … […] 
1. ⲛⲫⲧⲟ: The reading of  phi, rather than an alter-
native such as ⲟⲣ, is based on its form in lines 2 and
especially 7, in which the circular body is not a com-
plete circle and the ascending element is a continu-
ation of  the circular part. A zoophoric personal
name ⲫⲧⲟ (for ⲡϩⲧⲟ) «The Horse», is not otherwise
attested, and the Greek equivalent, Ἵππος, is rare
(see NB, s.v., and Lexicon of  Greek personal names, vols.
1, 2a, and 3a, s.v., or at http://www.lgpn.ox.ac.uk).
2. ⲙⲡ̣ⲣⲉϥ[…]: Förster 2002, p. 673, includes a
number of  variant writings of  πρεσβύτερος without
sigma, and ϥ for ⲃ is a common dialectical feature; see
Kahle 1954, pp. 93-94.
3. ⲁⲛⲁⲅⲕⲁⲓⲟⲛ ⲡⲉ ⲥϩⲁⲓ̈ is perhaps to be reconstructed
as [ⲟⲩ]ⲁⲛⲁⲅⲕⲁⲓⲟⲛ ⲡⲉ <ⲉ>ⲥϩⲁⲓ̈, with haplography
 resulting in the single epsilon; cf. O.CrumST 258.4-6:
ⲟⲩⲁⲛⲁⲅⲕⲁⲓⲟⲛ ⲡⲉ ⲉⲧⲣⲁⲥϩⲁⲓ ⲡⲉⲛⲟⲩϫⲁⲓ ⲛⲏⲧⲛ̅.
3. The scribe erroneously writes the 1pl pronom-
inal subject as ⲛ̅-, not ⲧⲛ̅-. 
4. The toponym ϩ.ⲥ may be ϩⲛⲥ (a variant of  ϩⲛⲉⲥ /
ϩⲛⲏⲥ / ϩⲛⲓⲥ), all of  which are attested variants of
Ihnasiya al-Madina (Heracleopolis); see Timm 1984-
2007, pp. 1161 ff.
5. The negative construction ⲙ̅ⲡⲟⲩⲥⲩⲅⲭⲱⲣⲉⲓ̣
 suggests that the preceding construction should also
be negative. Since the negative particle ⲁⲛ is absent,
the negative I Perfect, [ⲙ̅ⲡ]ⲉ̣ⲛⲉϣϭⲙ̅ϭⲟⲙ, «we were
unable», should probably be understood.
7.] .ⲣⲟⲫⲟⲣⲓⲁ should probably be reconstructed as 
ⲡⲗⲏⲣⲟⲫⲟⲣⲓⲁ, of  which there are a small number of  
attestations in Coptic texts; see Förster 2002, pp. 
653-654. The  alternatives – δενδροφορία («tree pro-
duction»), δωροφορία («the bringing of  gifts»), πορ-
Fig. 8. P.inasa Copto vi: Letter to a priest (front). Fig. 9. P.inasa Copto vi: Letter to a priest (back).
φυροφορία («wearing of  purple garments»), ὑδροφο-
ρία («water-carrying») – do not suit the context, and 
none of  them, moreover, is attested in Coptic (with 
only ὑδροφορία appearing in the Greek papyrologi-
cal  corpus). 
8. ]ⲱⲡⲁⲓ̈ⲟⲛ is understood as the end of  the name of
the individual mentioned in this line, specifically as a
variant spelling of  -παιων / -ⲡⲁⲓⲱⲛ. (The name
Παΐων, which is attested as ⲡⲁⲉⲓⲱⲛ in SB Kopt. iii
1395, is also possible.) Another possibility would be
to divide the letters as [ⲁⲩ]ⲱ ⲡⲁⲓ̈ ⲟⲛ «and also this
one».15
9. ⲇⲁ̣ⲙ̣ⲓ̣ⲁ̣ⲛ̣ⲟ̣ⲥ̣ is clearly uncertain, but it does fit the
surviving traces.
10. The reading of  ⲡ̣ⲉⲗ̣ⲡ̣ⲉ̣ⲓⲥ, «the hope», is very inse-
cure, and all occurrences of  ἐλπίς in Coptic non-lit-
erary texts have an initial ϩ; see Förster 2002, p.
249. The similarity of  the writings of  ⲓⲧ (on line 6)
and ⲡ demonstrates how difficult it is to identify
letters  securely in this text when only the lower el-
ements survive (two short vertical strokes could
also, for example, belong to ⲏ). Furthermore, epsi-
lon and sigma, both of  which are narrow letters, are
difficult to differentiate when broken. The reading
of  the text on this detached fragment is therefore
highly doubtful.
11. ⲇⲓⲁⲧⲟⲭⲟⲥ for διάδοχος is also attested in CPR iv
195.3 (unprovenanced) and P.Lond.Copt. i 1046.2 (Her-
mopolite), but this is its only attested abbreviated
writing in Coptic; for attestations and variants of
διάδοχος in Coptic, see Förster 2002, p. 178.
The Greek Papyri  
The two Greek papyri are too fragmentary to justify 
complete editions and are thus presented as de-
scripta. Neither bears a date or any other content 
that enables their time of  writing to be pinpointed or 
even narrowed significantly. The limited samples of  
script that they preserve furthermore hinder palaeo-
graphic dating. In the case of  p.inasa Greco i, a date 
in the second half  of  the fourth century or the first 
half  of  the fifth seems likely (cf. CPR x 110; Arsinoite, 
407),16 though some forms current in later Byzan-
tine hands (cf., e.g., ερ in l. 6 with the same combina-
tion in P.Köln iii 158.22 [Heracleopolite, AD 599]) ap-
pear. In any case, the text predates the Coptic 
documents. p.inasa Greco ii is harder to classify be-
cause its textual remains largely consist of  numerals 
and the abbreviation (effectively a symbol) for νομι-
σμάτιον (P.Köln v 235 [Oxyrhynchite, AD 496] may 
be compared for its specific form). In the case of  this 
papyrus, «late antique» is the best date that may be 
offered. 
P.inasa Greco i:
Fragment from a Document17 
Tebtynis?; 9.8 × 3.0 cm; iv/v cent. (Fig. 10)  
Description: A thin strip of  papyrus bearing the remains 
of  eight lines of  a cursive script that was written with the 
fibres. The top margin of  the text appears to be extant but 
no others. No kollēsis is visible. The back of  the papyrus is 
blank. 
Palaeography: See introduction to «The Greek Papyri». 
The content of  this text is clearly documentary, but 
its precise nature is indeterminate owing to the small 
amount of  writing preserved. Since it does not re-
produce any contractual boilerplate, it is likely to be 
a less formulaic text such as a letter. Line 7 clearly 
reads,] ἀρούρας ὀκτ[ώ, and a second reference to 
land (a single aroura) is present in line 5. ῆ]λ̣θες̣ 
βουλο̣[, i.e., the second-singular aorist of  ἔρχομαι or 
one of  its compounds followed by the nominative 
singular participle of  βούλομαι, may appear in line 3. 
If  this suggestion is correct, it would support identi-
fying the text as a letter. 
P.inasa Greco ii:
Fragment of an Account of Money 
Tebtynis?; 14.3 × 5.2 cm; Late Antiquity (Fig. 11)  
Description: A fragment of  papyrus bearing the begin-
nings of  six lines that were written against the fibres. (It is 
possible that seven lines are preserved, but it seems more 
likely that the oblique strokes beneath l. 6 belong to that 
line; cf. the similar strokes on π̣αρ(ά) in l. 5.) Well-defined 
15 We thank Dr Anne Boud’hors for this alternative reading. 
16 We thank Dr Sophie Kovarik for her advice concerning the date 
of  the hand. 
17 We are grateful to Dr Sophie Kovarik and Professors Nikolaos 
Gonis and James Keenan for their comments on the text. 
Fig. 10. P.inasa Greco i: Fragment from a document. Fig. 11. P.inasa Greco ii: Fragment of  an account of  money.
margins are extant on the top and left. The bottom margin 
may have been ample (> 4.75 cm), but traces of  ink (appar-
ently from a duller kalamos) on the bottom right of  the 
fragment suggest that the text may not have ended at l. 6 
(or 7). Part of  a kollēsis may be preserved on the left edge 
of  the fragment, approximately one third up from its bot-
tom; at the location in question, a small piece of  papyrus 
with horizontal fibres is joined to the main fragment. If  this 
interpretation of  the structure of  the fragment is correct, 
the text occupied (the back of ) the second sheet of  the roll. 
The reverse of  the fragment is blank. 
Palaeography: See introduction to «The Greek Papyri». 
The fragment preserves an account of  money, but 
the absence of  a heading or other specifiers prevents 
comment concerning its precise nature. The sums 
of  money are not trivial; that in l. 6 (> 834 solidi – the 
equivalent of  more than 11.5 pounds of  gold – before 
any deductions that were made after the break) may 
be the total of  ll. 2 and 5. 
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Abstract · Publication of  six Coptic and two Greek 
 papyri in the Istituto Nazionale di Archeologia e di Storia 
dell’Arte, deriving most probably from the excavations of  
Gilbert Bagnani at Tebtynis in the Fayum. The more 
 complete of  the Coptic texts are identifiable as letters 
from monastic contexts. The most substantial fragment, 
p.inasa Copto i, mentions an Apa Georgios «who is
among the Saints», perhaps a reference to a well-known
archimandrite of  Deir el-Hamman; such an identification
would indicate an viii/ix-century date for the document.
The remaining Coptic papyri can, for the most part, be
dated on palaeographic grounds to these same centuries,
while the rather fragmentary Greek documents (a letter,
possibly, and an account) are earlier.
Keywords: Coptic epistolography, Gilbert Bagnani, mo-
nasticism, Tebtynis.
